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With wonder and joy, no caricature.
Toby and Andrew enter and listen to the Fool's song.

V. Toby and Andrew enter and listen to the Fool's song.

F. sweet- ing. jour- neys and in lov- er's meet- ing. Ev- ry wise man's son doth
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un poco meno mosso

Youth’s a stuff will not endure.

un poco meno mosso
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END OF SONG I

are you roaming?
II

"Come away, come away death"
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Poco Allegretto ($q = c.92$)
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Death, and in sad cypress let me be laid. Fly away fly away.

Breath, I am slain by a fair cruel maid.

fly away fly away
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My shroud of white stuck all with yew. O, pure...
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not a flower sweet, on my black
col - fin let there be

sweet,
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To weep

Poco a poco vibr.
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